Abstract: Moving source localization methods are seriously limited at low signd-tonoise ratios b~ause the signal energy becomes spati~ly spread over long observation times. In this paper, the integration time available to matched-field bearnformers is extended by incorporating a priori statistical knowledge of the source dynamim. This is accomplished by using the equidence between the Minimum-Variance (MV) beamformer output power and the log-likelihood function with respect to source location under a model consisting of a single target in an unknown but structured noise field. Comparisons with conventional MV matched-field beamforming using real data (SWellEx-1) demonstrate that incorporating source dynamics into the proce~or improves its ability to maintain the target track even in the presence of interference, PROBLEM FORMULATION AND THE ESTIMATOR h previous work (l), a Hidden Markov model was suggested to handle source dynamics using the OUFP. This work incorporates the Markov model for source dynamics with the MV beamformer. The sensor data are grouped into temporal frames, each containing M snapshots. The received signal is %sumed to be narrowband, and its complex envelope in the nth frame is represented by Xn = [xl~, ..., XMn].
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND THE ESTIMATOR
h previous work (l), a Hidden Markov model was suggested to handle source dynamics using the OUFP. This work incorporates the Markov model for source dynamics with the MV beamformer. The sensor data are grouped into temporal frames, each containing M snapshots. The received signal is %sumed to be narrowband, and its complex envelope in the nth frame is represented by Xn = [xl~, ..., XMn].
xmn is the complex envelope of the received signal at the mth snapshot of the nth frame which is modeled as x~~= s~~d(~~) + qn~, where d(.) is the signal wavefront. The signal and additive noise at the mth snapshot of the nth frame are given by sn~and~nm, respectively. The additive noise is resumed to be temporally i.i.d. and the signal is assumed unknown deterministic. It is assumed that the source location vector within each frame, @n, is fixed, but its motion is modeled as a first order Markov process. Therefore, the joint probability density function (pdf) of the source locations at the l=t n frames, {et }r=n_L+l, Cm be expressed as the product of the transition probabilities from one frame to another. The initial source location probability, is assumed to be uniformly distributed in a known interval. The movement of the source at lth frame is permitted only within the neighborhood of the source position in the (1 -l)st frame. The objective is to estimate the source position at the nth frame,~~, based on the l~t L fr~es of data! {X1} F=n_L+1ã nd the transition probabilities, Pr(@l ]@[_l ).
The likelihood function for a single frame of data may be combined with the condition distribution of the current target position given its previous location to obtain a Maximum a Posten'ofi (MAP) trackbefore-detect (TBD) processor. The MAP estimate of @n is achieved by maximizing the joint pdf of the measurements and the source location parameters at the last L frames, given the nuisance parameters {*l}~=n_~+l with respect to the unknown parameters, {@i, @/}~=n_~+l. The m~imization Cm be performed by a recursive method known as the "forward algorithm" (2) for which the forward variables are
, where @<i> is the ith value of@ from a given discrete set. In (3) the relationship between Maximum-Likelihood localization and MV beamformer is shown. Using this relationship, the proposed algorithm can be written as:
<i'l@fib;)) +~log(zMv(@:")) +~st! 
In order to evaluate the performance of the TBD-MV beamformer versus conventional MFP techniques, vertical array data collected off the coast of San Diego as part of the SWellEx-1 experiment (4) were processed.
The data consist of 4 narrowbmd tends at frequencies of 70, 95, 145, and 195 Hz in a 198 m channel. Narrowband MFP likelihood or ambiguity surfaces were computed for each method and then incoherently averaged across the 4 frequencies. Range and depth localization results for conventional processing using Bartlett, MV with environmental perturbation constraints (MV-EPC), and MV with neighborhood location constraints (MV-NLC) methods are compared with the true source track in Fig 1. Each location estimate was obtained using the mmimum of the ambiguity surface over a 2 km -8 km by O -127 m grid. Estimates with more than 800 m range errors and/or 15 m. depth errors are not shown. Note that there are severrd breaks in the estimated tracks for all three conventionrd methods evaluated. In contrast, the results of TBD processing using the Bartlett, MV-EPC, and MV-NLC beamformers shown in Fig. 2 indicate that a continuous track w= maintained. The transition probabihties used by the TBD processor assumed equiprobable movement of the source within a *100 m by *5 m neighborhood from fram~t~frarne.
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